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EDITORIAL 
 

 

Another AGM over and the NZVRS continues 
sailing onwards with the same crew at the 
helm. There was no change to the elected 
representatives of executive and committee, 
nor to the library team and editor.  A rosy 
financial report for 2010 (enclosed) was 
presented with the observation that the 
bulletin costs have risen 26% over the past 
year. With the expectation that 2011 will see a 
decline in society income, there was a strong 
directive from the meeting that the committee 
look at various ways to reduce the outgoings – 
ie bulletin costs. To this end previous 
generosity in holding onto members who are 
late in paying their subscription is to cease, 
and the bulletin production is to be limited to 
current financial members only, in a bid to 
reduce run costs. This will mean that back 
copies of ‘spare’ bulletins will become more 
limited form now on. Distribution of an Ecopy 
of the bulletin will be investigated for the 
2012 subscription year and what reduction (if 
any) to be entertained for the rebate. Each of 
these variations has perceived disadvantages 
and of course the major underlying aim of the 
society is to maintain members’ goodwill and 
hence retain (if not grow) the membership. To 
date we have been fortunate in this regard 
with a steady membership of approximately 
330 over a number of years – this is not 
assured however as the membership are not 
all ‘spring chickens’ as my grandmother 
would say, and already this year we have had 
a moderate drop off in renewal rates. 
On a sadder tone we note the passing of; 
Jamie Pye (Wn), Bob Roberts (Ak) and 
Joseph Mount-Earle (Ak).  Jamie’s legacy 
lives on in many ways and in no small part as 
collator of the history of Wellington Radio 
(ZLW) that was a bulletin feature in Nov 2008 
and still available on the web. 
Finally I note with interest (and hope) the 
beginnings of ‘post quake vintage radio 
recovery’ in the Canterbury region with the 
request for a replacement Ultimate BWS dial 
by Paul Burt – see p31. 
 

Thanks & Cheers, David Crozier 
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Obituary: Peter (Pete) Ingram 
 

It is with great sadness that we record the passing 

recently of Pete Ingram – a founder member of 

Christchurch Vintage Radio Society and known to 

many 'Bulletin' readers as the witty and funloving 

contributor of 'Southern Soundings'. 

 

One suspects he had a deep fondness for one or two 

of his teachers at High School and seemed to be very 

familiar with Education Department initiatives to 

promote technology awareness, certainly at Te Kuiti.  

A favourite story is of his first attempt to build a three 

valve radio from a kit supplied to his school “by the 

Education Department in a sudden demonstration of 

post war generosity”. He and a mate worked their way 

carefully and painstakingly through the instructions 

and finally all was ready.   The moment of switch on 

came.  Nothing.  A grave disappointment and the 

offending object delivered the next day to the local 

radio repair shop proprietor.  The set was quickly set right and returned in going order, all 

valve connections having been re- soldered one count to the left.  Apparently, Pete and his pal 

had incorrectly numbered the valve socket tags. But now the radio went – and Pete's career 

choice was set. 

 

On leaving school he joined the Royal New Zealand Air Force – joining 14 Squadron in 1950 

at Ohakea and then serving overseas, initially in Cyprus and subsequently in various parts of 

the Middle East. 

 

Retiring from the Air Force in 1958 and enjoying the outdoors he joined the New Zealand 

Meteorological Service where he served until 1990.  In the Met Service he worked in a wide 

variety of places including Campbell Island, Antarctica, Raoul Island, Chatham Islands, 

Funafuti (in Tuvalu) and most of the main New Zealand Meteorological stations.  At Campbell 

Island for instance, he worked on ionospheric research “… hourly blasting off a square wave 

via its delta antenna at an unsuspecting ionosphere, sweeping it with a deadly array of 

frequencies from 1 to 20 megahertz, then came the task of 'going through' to Awarua Radio so 

that 52 South could join in the international circus up to the same caper ...” 

 

Since 1979, Pete was also actively involved with the Ferrymead Historical Park Radio Section 

where he was the repair man, committee member and of course his main love, curator of the 

museum. 

 

He took great pride in this and was very adept at putting together displays that won praise from 

people for their quality. Pete's passion for old radio was contagious, from children on school 

trips listening to the magic of a crystal set to the elderly looking to relive some of their past.  

They all very much enjoyed his stories and exhibits from the Golden Age of Radio. 

 

Pete was an extremely well read and informed person.  He never ceased to surprise us with the 

breadth of his knowledge and his quick sense of humour. Radio was just a small part of his 
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life, he being very active in a physical sense.  Every Sunday almost without fail over the last 

30 odd years, he would arrive early at Ferrymead, walk at a very sprightly pace up nearby 

Mount Pleasant, a trek that would be tough for people half his age, and then off to work at the 

Museum for the day. 

At meetings of the Christchurch V.R.S. group he always took care to make some contribution 

of an item or object for discussion, often self effacingly prefacing his contribution by 

suggesting it had come from the tea- room at the Bromley Recycle Station.  His modesty belied 

a huge depth of knowledge behind his contributions.   

 

Similarly, his construction projects were always modest – wave traps, one or two valve radios 

– that sort of thing, regenerative - rather than ambitiously superheterodyned.  He seemed to 

take a pride in building sets which had a remarkable period authenticity about them, sets about 

which one had to ask;  “Pete, is this yours - or is it real?” 

 

Pete – a mate for all seasons. 

From David Fahy, Geoff Edwards and the Christchurch Group. 

 

Peter Ingram in the Ellice Islands        

 

Perhaps not many NZVRS members will know where the Ellice Islands are and some may 

never have even heard of this place but Pete Ingram spent one year working in the Ellice 

Islands in 1965 – 66. 
 

The nine Ellice Islands, the second part of the Gillbert and Ellice Islands Colony, are now 

called “Tuvalu” and are one of the independent Pacific Island countries. When Pete was there 

they were a part of a British Crown colony. Pete, who was in the RNZAF at the time, was sent 

to Funafuti, a large atoll about 1000 kilometres north of Fiji. Funafuti was the administrative 

headquarters of the Ellice Group. His task was to install and operate a Cossor 3cm weather 

radar which was to be used to track the paths of weather balloons sent aloft from the 

Meteorological Station on Funafuti. He also trained local staff to operate the equipment. 
 

He arrived by RNZAF flying boat which landed in Funafuti lagoon and he soon settled down 

to an enjoyable tropical life amongst the island’s 500 Polynesian inhabitants. One of his 

pastimes was sailing on the lagoon and another was searching for WWII relics as the atoll had 

been a U.S. base for Navy and Marine operations as well as an Army Air Force airport. The 

atoll had a large grass-covered runway, which was a legacy of the war, and Pete departed the 

island at the end of his assignment on board a Fiji Airways aircraft which took off from this 

strip. 
 

Pete always retained fond memories of his time in the Ellice Islands and corresponded with 

some of his Ellice Islander friends for decades afterwards. 

From Peter McQuarrie 

 

I can only add that on each of my trips to Ferrymead I have been warmly welcomed with  

Pete’s proud hospitality. He was knowledgeable and well acquainted with the items in the 

collection but also had the overall awareness of happenings in the wider context. Of course his 

insightful perspective as scribe of Southern Soundings will be missed but perhaps this sets a 

challenge for others to aspire to or even surpass his benchmark.   [Ed] 
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A TF995 Smokie - Don Beswick explains the advantages of correct fusing 
 

I serviced one of these 

TF995 B/S models a few 

years ago with a bit of 

surgery including a 

resistorectomy and 

capacitectomy, and with a 

set of good valves the 

performance can be better 

and more stable than in the 

original specs. However 

when giving it a soak test in 

my workshop (originally a 

bedroom in a normal 

person’s house), I went out 

to mow the lawn and when 

I returned the room was full 

of smoke and it was coming 

out of the tiny air gaps in 

the signal generator case.  

 

 
 

The case was hot and two pieces of rag were needed on the handgrips in order to lift it. At first 

it looked as though I could have set the house on fire. 

I left the signal generator on the back steps (concrete) for about half an hour and it cooled 

enough to take the main chassis out of the case, and sure enough there was a well roasted 

power transformer.  Frankly I was surprised that a relatively small transformer could generate 
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so much smoke. When the power supply chassis had cooled, and this took well over an hour, I 

held a post mortem. The initial cause appeared to have been a heater – cathode short in the 

6AL5 double diode (V15). This put pin 5 and one end of C92 at earth potential so that there 

was 250V AC on this 0.22uF capacitor. Its reactance would be around 12.5k (actually 12,720 

ohms at 50Hz) and the current would have been about 20mA, and they are not intended to 

handle that much AC Current.  So the capacitor soon shorted and that put a short on one half of 

the transformer secondary.  If the fuse had been 150mA then it would have blown, but this one 

turned out to be a 500mA fuse which I had not realised and it carried the fault current long 

enough to burn out the transformer.  The rest of this unit was discoloured with smoke but I was 

able to supply the owner with another chassis and power supply.  The grey paint on the case 

still looked OK and gave no hint of what had happened inside.   

So the moral of this story is to always check the ratings of fuses – particularly in test gear. A 

quick look is not good enough to distinguish different ratings when the wire is so fine. The 

fuse needs to be taken out and the end cap examined.  It is also worth noting that the military 

versions of the TF995 in the grey reinforced steel case do not have a 150mA fuse in the centre 

of the transformer, and if you have one of those models it would be worth fitting a 150mA fuse 

– just in case. 

 

 

Correspondence & Feedback 

 

Patterson 185 AW  
 

My magazine arrived today, many thanks. It however arrived at the address of one Bruce 

Barnett of Wanaka yesterday and I had an email that day waiting for me when I got home from 

my temporary part-time job. He was able to offer me a complete receiver minus the speaker, so 

by next week I will have what looks like a very clean cabinet with knobs and a spare chassis. 

My wildest dreams have come true. All thanks to your addition of a photo and the circuit in the 

magazine. I am very grateful to you for doing this on my behalf. It is a small world also, in that 

Bruce's father Frank Barnett was the man who introduced my dad to the hobby of DXing in 

1936. My dad had listened to overseas radio stations prior to this date but was oblivious to the 

hobby and the receipt of verifications. It appears Frank owned a cycle shop at this time and my 

dad was a professional bike racer before the war. I am now left wondering how the friendship 

started – was it through the cycles or the DX?  Once again many thanks for helping to make 

this dream come true. Regards, "Bill Marsh" <wmarsh@xtra.co.nz> 
 

Saving TVNZ 7 Petition 
 

Here is a petition I reckon is worth supporting: www.savetvnz7.co.nz  although not radio, it 

maybe would be worth putting in the Bulletin. Give my love to the Transformer Design 

Engineer and his scrambled pink low inductance trannies! He certainly let the cat out of the 

bag.   

Cheers, Murray Dick, <murray@ecofansound.com> Design Engineer at Ecofan Sound Ltd. 
 

Donation 
 

As promised here is a donation to the NZVRS. Time has caught up with me it seems and I am 

not able to carry on with enthusiasm the many activities I once so enjoyed.  

My thanks to the Group for the time of our association.   Regards, Hamilton Maxwell        

[A cheque for a generous donation was attached. Treas.] 
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The Making of a Gramophone Record   
From Austin Hadler, Christchurch  <wal33@slingshot.co.nz> 

 

The process of manufacturing 78 and micro groove records in Wellington in the late 50s and 

early 60s involved a number of stages and processes.  
 

Stage one was receiving the original material from the overseas record company or N Z studio, 

usually on 10 inch NAB spools of quarter inch tape recorded at 15 inches per second full track. 
 

Stage two was to monitor the material to check the total length, number of tracks and the 

maximum sound level. 
 

Stage three was the transfer the contents of the tape to a flat aluminium disc coated with a thin 

layer of a soft black acetate material known as “lacquer recording blanks” via a disc recording 

lathe. These lathes were extremely high-precision machines which rotate the blank disk at the 

appropriate speed while a recording head moved across the surface with a stylus, cutting a 

groove corresponding to the sound vibrations on the original tape, into the acetate surface. The 

lathe operator must set the number of grooves per inch to use the maximum available space for 

the length of the recording e.g. three inches on an LP and one and a quarter inches on a 45. To 

avoid distortion the recording level must be set so the grooves do not touch each other during 

the loudest passage on the tape. To separate each track a control button moves the cutter head 

forward 1 mm, and at the end of the recording a run out button moves the head in to a diameter 

of approximately four and a half inches and forms a slightly deeper concentric groove. The 

record number is etched or stamped in to the acetate with the records number and “A” and “B” 

side.  
 

Stage four is an electroplating process. Firstly coating the grooved side of the acetate with a 

thin coating of silver by a chemical precipitation process and placing it in a copper or nickel 

electroplating bath for about 10 hours. When this plated sheet is separated from the acetate 

disk you have a round metal disk the same diameter as the original acetate with the groves 

protruding. This is known as the Master. Virtually the same process is repeated with the master 

but this time the groves go into the surface and this metal disc is known as the Mother. The 

process is again repeated with the mother but this time the newly plated surface is polished and 

when separated from the mother becomes the mould to manufacture a record, this is called the 

Stamper. When the stamper is trimmed to fit in the production press it is further plated with a 

layer of chrome less than one hundred thousandth of an inch thick, to increase its resistance to 

wear. The mother is the one that is stored away to produce more stampers when required. One 

set of stampers would press approximately 1000 records. 
 

Stage five: Record production is virtually a plastic-moulding process. A large vertical 

hydraulic automated record production press is fitted with an upper and lower steam heated 

and water cooled die holder to which a side one and side two stamper is fitted. The die holders 

with their stampers, are steam heated to about 200 degrees centigrade. A label held by a centre 

pin is attached to each stamper and a preheated biscuit of plastic material (shellac for 78s and 

vinyl for LPs) is placed in the centre of the bottom stamper and the press closes exerting a 

pressure of about 100 tons and spreading the material into the grooves and out to the diameter 

of the record, the die holders are cooled by water, the press opens and the record is extracted 

by the operator. This cycle takes about 30 to 40 seconds and another cycle starts.  The record is 

spun in a lathe and the edge is polished, fitted with its plastic or paper sleeve and put in its 

cover. 

Photo opposite of the GE record cutting machine on right. Behind the operator is 

what looks to be the Byer or Rola 100 Studio Tape Recorder (as per page 32, Bulletin 

Vol 31, No.4 Nov 2010) 
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AGM Competition results 
 

The AGM competition of the Single Valve Radio Receiver was 

won outright on points by Colin Bowring - see the cover story 

about the set. Colin’s set (using a B205 valve) had almost perfect 

bandwidth at 10kHz – quite an incredible achievement in a set of 

simple design.  In second place was Peter Lankshear’s set (using 

an ECL80 – see his story) winning merit on performance with the 

set of maximum sensitivity using the limited supply voltages 

stipulated. An excellent achievement.  In third place was a well 

constructed set (lower pictures – front and back shots) by past 

member Doug McDonald (using an A209) submitted by Bryan 

Marsh. Doug was well known for compact set designs and it was 

a delight to see one of his designs again.  Late in proceedings the 

society’s Crosley 

Pup (upper right) 

was compared 

with the other sets 

– ‘at least it still 

works’ was the 

comment, even if 

the performance 

was not up to 

modern standards! 

(It came last).  
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The NZVRS Receiver Competition  from Peter Lankshear 
 

The announcement of the Society’s one valve receiver competition aroused my interest, the 

more so when I saw that there were some rather unusual stipulations.  

In the heyday of home receiver construction, designs for one valve receivers appeared literally 

in their hundreds. At that time, as distance reception (DX) was of prime interest, sensitivity 

was important, and consequently grid leak detectors were practically universal, invariably with 

regeneration. Obviously it was an advantage to use a twin valve to obtain extra amplification 

and, a one valve detector and audio stage receiver could be capable of serious work. I recall in 

the 1940’s receiving American West Coast stations on a set using a single type 19 double 

triode valve.  

Several configurations for set using a single twin valve are possible.  

1. As above, with a regenerative triode detector and single audio stage 

2. A pentode half as an R.F. stage, with a triode detector, thereby increasing the threshold for 

receiving weak signals, but at the expense of audio power. 

3. Another is to have an R.F. stage, a semiconductor diode detector, and an audio amplifier. 

4. Reflexing was popular in very early designs whereby the amplifier stage is used twice, 

first as an R.F. amplifier and the after detection as an audio amplifier. 

5. A superhet is possible with a double pentode with one half as a self oscillating mixer, the 

other half as an audio output stage, and a semiconductor diode detector.    

 

Selecting a Suitable Valve. 

With these possibilities and the number of twin valves available today, the number of 

combinations could be extensive. However, one cunning rule of the contest limited the supply 

voltages to only 30 + 3 volts H.T., restricting the ability of most valves to perform properly. 

The target was to find a valve with useful quantity of anode current combined with a decent 

mutual conductance at only 30volts H.T. I dusted off my AVO MK IV Valve Characteristics 

test instrument and got some surprising results. A quite wide selection of valves tested showed 

that the anode currents and mutual conductances at the published voltages had little 

relationship to the figures obtained with only 30 volts anode H.T. High mutual conductances at 

normal voltages do not always translate to high readings at 30 volts H.T. 

A word about mutual conductance:  Mutual conductance (Transconductance in America) can 

be regarded as a figure of merit as it defines the performance of a valve as an amplifier. In the 

English system it is quoted as Milliamps per Volt (Ma/V) and is a measure of the anode current 

change per volt of signal applied to the grid.  

Of the directly heated multiple valves, the little known double triode 3A5 (DCC90) proved the 

best. This valve was primarily used for transmitters in weather balloons with low H.T. 

voltages. The classic class B double triodes such as the 19 and 1J6 showed up reasonably well. 

It is no coincidence that these featured frequently in the home brew sets of the 1930’s. With 

the exception of the 1D8GT there are no triode/pentodes in the directly heated range, and its 

triode’s almost zero performance at 30 volts made it a non starter.  

 

Plenty of Current Available 

As the competition power supply would be capable of supplying plenty of current, the next 

move was to explore the possibilities of indirectly heated valves. With triode/ high gain R.F. 

pentodes, triode/hexode oscillator/ mixers and the triode/audio power pentodes, in large 

variety, the range of possible candidates broadened considerably.  

The only available triode/ R.F. pentode in the octal range was the 6F7, but its triode 

performance at 30 volts was minimal so my attention turned to the Noval range. Those tested 
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were the 6U8, ECF80 and ECF86. Unfortunately, like many others with high mutual 

conductance characteristics, at 30 volts they proved to be poor performers. 

Most triode hexodes would be unsuitable as they have the hexode injection grid tied internally 

to the triode control grid. One exception is the well known ECH81/6AJ8 and its low HT 

voltage equivalent the ECH83. This was a possibility. A surprising discovery was that the 

ECH81 and ECH83 are in fact identical and all tests, visual as well as electrical, confirmed 

this.  This valve was a possible candidate for options 2 and 3. 

It was not possible to make a nine pin based double pentode with separate cathodes, but 

towards the end of the valve era a few were released with 10 pin bases. By using one half of 

one of these as a self oscillating mixer feeding a diode and the other half as an audio amplifier 

it is possible to create a one valve superhet. This could be a very effective receiver so I tested 

one of these valves, an EFL200.  Operating at normal voltages this valve has exceptional 

performance, but predictably, at 30 volts H.T. the performance is abysmal. Had it been better, I 

would have pursued the matter further. 

The double triodes 12AU7 and 6SN7 were possibilities but better still were some audio 

triode/pentodes in the ECL series. Of these the ECL80 showed the most useful 30 volt 

performance characteristics.  The triode section Gm measured 1.00ma/V at 2.0ma anode 

current, suitable for a grid leak detector, and its pentode section passed 5.00ma with a Gm of 

2.00ma/V – the best of any valve tested. In fact this anode input of 150 milliwatts should be 

capable of driving an efficient loudspeaker.  

Where did this research lead? Option 1 was well tried and proven. Options 2 and 3 were 

possible using an ECH81, but would not develop much audio power. Reflexing (4) would have 

provided an interesting project but they are notoriously complex and tricky to control, and as 

we have seen, 5, the one valve superhet was not a starter.  

 

Triode Detector plus Pentode Output. 

I decided to use an ECL80 valve with the triode as a regenerative grid leak detector and the 

pentode as an audio amplifier. The grid detector first used by de Forest in his pioneering 

vacuum tube. (He didn’t really know how his detector worked!)  The great break through came 

with the addition of positive feedback, or regeneration, an arrangement generally credited to 

Edwin Armstrong who first announced it nearly 100 years ago. The regenerative grid leak 

detector has never been equalled for gain or versatility. It is basically a diode directly coupled 

to a triode automatically biased by the signal. (The triode’s grid doubles as the diode 

demodulates the signal and generates the bias).  It does have limitations, but they are far 

outweighed in this case by its performance. The grid leak detector loads the tuned circuit to the 

detriment of selectivity. This is largely countered by the use of regeneration. Another problem, 

shared by some other detectors is that it is square law, a mathematical way of saying that its 

sensitivity is not linear; halving the signal strength results in the audio output being reduced to 

one quarter.  However, by the use of regeneration and high efficiency tuned circuits these 

problems are minimised. (All this is a simplification of what is a quite complex device, a full 

analysis occupying several pages of in depth textbooks such as Sturley or Terman). 

Another advantage of the classic grid leak detector is that it works best with a relatively low 

voltage on the anode and the 30 volts allowed by the competition is fine. This has one proviso. 

The voltage is that appearing at the anode which means that very little can be lost in the load. 

If say a typical load resistor of 100 k ohms was to be used, and assuming 1.0ma anode current, 

the H.T. supply would have to be 130 volts. Obviously resistance coupling is not possible for 

the competition. The answer is of course, an audio transformer or headphone load with a 

resistance of 1000 ohms or so. (One reason no doubt why the judges specified 1000 ohm 

headphones as the test load).  
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Transformer coupling has the advantage of providing free amplification of 3 or 4 times. I 

decided to use an AWA audio transformer with a ratio of 3 ½ to 1 which reflects about 

100kohms from the 1.0meg volume control. 

 

Efficient Tuning Coil 

The tuning coil is really the heart of this type of receiver and much depends on its efficiency. 

The classic way to achieve this was to use a large diameter former wound with heavy wire. 

First I had to find a suitable coil former. The maximum cabinet size would permit a former 

about 6 inches long and about 3 ½ inches in diameter. I was pondering on this when I visited 

Harvey Norman’s Photo counter.  There for the asking was the sturdy Bakelised core from a 

roll of printer paper. It looked ideal. Next was a test for low losses. Twenty seconds or so in 

the kitchen microwave created very little heat – at broadcast frequencies it would be quite 

satisfactory. (Some cardboard tubing can catch on fire after a minute or so in a microwave 

oven, indicating a poor power factor which would affect coil efficiency.)  

For the winding, I had some heavy cotton covered multi insulated strand litzendraht wire for 

the main winding. The finished winding was moisture proofed with polystyrene varnish, a very 

low loss cement made by dissolving foam plastic packaging in lacquer thinners. 

Many years ago I purchased a calibrated Japanese planetary tuning dial which now I hoped 

would match up with a small American made tuning capacitor. Accurate dial tracking requires 

correctly shaped plates. I was lucky. With a bit of coil pruning and a small trimming capacitor 

I was able to get perfect tracking.  

Coupling to the aerial of a regenerative receiver is quite important. As in many design factors a 

compromise is necessary as you can’t have it both ways. Close coupling of the aerial winding 

gives greatest gain but at the expense of selectivity.  As receiver gain was a judging factor I 

gave signal transfer priority. (In the final judging this turned out to be the wrong choice – I 

should have used a bit less coupling).  Ideally the aerial winding would have switchable taps 

but this would have meant a fourth control that was not permitted in the rules. 

 

Hartley Oscillator 

There are many methods of obtaining regeneration, but all depend on feeding a small amount 

of the correctly phased signal from the detector’s anode back to its grid. I chose a Hartley 

configuration, one of the earliest oscillators with a feedback winding an extension of the main 

tuned circuit. One of its virtues is that as the feedback winding is an extension of the main 

tuned winding, very little coupling is needed. In my case, with the high efficiency coil, only 

four turns were required. This contributes to smooth regeneration with little interaction with 

the tuning. Four turns is only 6% of the total. Compare this with the 30% on the well known 

Hikers coil  

Regeneration needs to be controlled and there are again several ways of doing this. An early 

method was to vary the coupling to the tuning coil with a physically adjustable feedback coil. 

Another popular way is to couple the feedback winding via a variable capacitor, but as in my 

case, available space was restricted, I decided to use a potentiometer control of the detector 

anode voltage to provide a smooth and effective control 

The detected signal is connected to an audio transformer that provides a useful gain of more 

than three times (about 10db). This is in turn connected to a 1.0meg volume control, not 

necessary in early receivers, but today essential in preventing overload of the audio stage when 

receiving modern high powered transmissions. Another function of the control is to provide a 

resistive load to the transformer. When connected to an inductive load such as an audio 

transformer, regenerative detectors often develop an annoying continuous squawk at the point 

of maximum sensitivity. A high value resistor connected across the transformer effectively 

cures this problem. 
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Conventional Audio Stage 

The output stage design was simply settled. There seemed to be no reason why a standard 

pentode configuration and values would not scale down for 30 volts H.T. This proved to be the 

case and connected to an efficient speaker it provides a comfortable listening level.  

Two power supplies were provided by the judges. To get as much H.T. as possible, an obvious 

move was to series connect them to total 33 volts. As this supply was also to light the valve, a 

resistor of 89 ohms was used to provide the correct current through the heater. 

The rules regarding overall size presented a small challenge. For maximum coil efficiency the 

coil needed to be kept as much as possible apart from any metalwork. This entailed mounting 

the coil apart at one end of the cabinet and mounting the other components compactly at the 

other end.   

How well does the receiver go?  The final assessment will be the judges’ report and comments. 

However, I can say that it is sufficiently sensitive and selective for it (in Invercargill) to receive 

and separate without interference, the six local stations at speaker volume without an aerial and 

the onset of regeneration is so smooth as to be almost imperceptible.  

 

A lot of work and detail can go into even a simple receiver. Imagine then the time taken in 

creating a large communications receiver. Little wonder they could cost a lot of money. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

The entry Peter submitted after the above design considerations was as follows:  

 

 
 

TEXT;  The Retro Single is as its name implies, a one valve radio of traditional design, using a 

combined triode-pentode valve type ECL80. 
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An aerial is inductively coupled to a high Q tuned circuit which is in turn connected to a triode 

grid leak detector incorporating a Hartley type oscillator for regeneration controlled by a 10k 

ohm potentiometer voltage divider from the 33 volt power supply line. 

The detector audio output is connected to a 3.5:1 ratio, audio transformer with a 1.0meg 

volume control potentiometer across the secondary winding whose control moving contact is 

in turn connected to the control grid of the pentode output stage. 

The pentode anode load is normally a pair of high impedance headphones via a standard phone 

jack socket, although it is capable of driving an efficient loudspeaker on local signals. 

External power supply required is 33 volts (30+3) at approximately 310mA. The valve’s 6.3 

volts filament supply is derived from the 33 volt supply line via an 89 ohm resistor (100 ohms 

+ 820 ohms paralleled). 
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Peter’s competition set; front, under, back and exposed. 
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One valve experimental radio 2011 - from Colin Bowring  
 

The concept behind this radio was to reproduce a home made set that could have just as easily 

been built by a fellow in the 1920s, primarily using components from defunct wireless sets and 

‘junk box’ components that a fellow practicing the art of radio would have at hand. Deviating 

from the standard designs of the time such a hookup as this would be considered an 

experimental or ‘freak’ set. 
 

Back to the future; in keeping with the above, the radio components used are genuine leftovers 

from my early parts collection. The panel support brackets are nickel plated brass made by 

S.H. Collett Mfg Co. London. Fixed condensers and grid leak are Dubilier. The base board was 

cut from a wooden packing case and the coil former from a cardboard mailing tube. Dial labels 

were made on the computer, printed on white paper and bonded with a thick clear laminate.  

 

 
 

Probably the most unusual component used in this set is the tuning condenser. It is made by 

Baduf, a German clock manufacturer who for a time also made some wireless components. 

This condenser has two identical sets of brass plates that move in and out of mesh in unison. It 

is sometimes referred to as a 'butterfly' type as it resembles a butterfly's wing action. The 

control shaft has a pinion which drives a gearwheel on one set of plates and this in turn drives 

an identical gearwheel on the other set of plates in the opposite direction. Springs keep 

constant pressure on the drive to eliminate backlash. The gear ratio is such that 355° of shaft 
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rotation is required to fully open/close the plates, quite an improvement on the usual 180°, and 

it is very smooth.  

 
 

 

 

Schematic of Colin’s set with component list opposite. 
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The circuit is based on a standard controlled regeneration design, but with some deviation. The 

tuning circuit L2 & TC has no physical connection to any other components. This arrangement 

lends itself well to the balanced nature of the tuning condenser – it having neither rotor nor 

stator.  
 

The coil is wound on a cardboard former 3 3/4" long x 3 1/8" diameter and sealed with a coat 

of clear lacquer. The reaction coil L1 is supported on a 1/4" shaft assembly which enters the 

main former at an angle of 45°, giving 180° of rotation from zero to maximum for the reaction 

control.  

 

The reaction coil is a self supporting pancake type. 

It was made on a former consisting of 25 nails 

evenly spaced around a 2" diameter wooden centre. 

20 turns of 30swg DCC wire wound in ‘over/under’ 

fashion around the nails giving an outside diameter 

about 1/8" less than the inside diameter of the main 

former in which it fits. The windings were coated 

with radio cement* [see later] to hold them all 

together then the nails and centre former were 

removed. A thin piece of wood was glued across 

the centre hole for mounting to the shaft assembly.  
 

L3 is interwound with L2. That is the two wires are 

wound side by side on the same former. Starting 

from the 'reaction end' 25T of L2 - 10T of L2 & 

10T L3 - 37T of L2. Both are 25swg DCC.  
 

L4 is 3 turns of 20swg DCC wire wound on a 3" 

former, coated with radio cement, removed from 

the former and laced with cotton. Now self 

supporting, L4 is positioned inside the main former so as it is just underneath the end of L2 and 

fixed in place with a couple of dabs of radio cement.  
 

The finished coil assembly is positioned in the set at an off set 

angle for several reasons. It makes everything more compact, the 

coil to grid leak wire is short and direct, and the 18swg connecting 

wires splayed out like spokes in a wheel give added support and 

rigidity to the coil mounting. This set works best with a 3 volt 'A' 

and 45 volt 'B' supply and 2000 phones. All three controls interact 

with each other to some degree, and therefore all three are used to 

optimise the tuning of a particular signal with regard to volume, 

selectivity, clarity etc. This can be quickly mastered in practice. 

The filament control also serves as an on/off switch, cutting off 

the 'A' battery in the off position. The reaction works well and is 

not severe. The set covers from about 450 kHz to 1900 kHz due to 

the tuning condenser's large capacitance range.  
 

*Radio cement was a product available from your local radio 

shop. Having good insulation properties it was used to bind coil 

windings etc. A modern version of this stuff (as used in this set) 

can be made by melting down 'blown' polystyrene packing 
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material with lacquer thinners or turpentine. I prefer thinners as it dries quicker. You can make 

it as thick or thin as you like to suit the application by altering the mix ratio.  

 
 

 
 

A happy Colin, the top three sets and the President looking on. 
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The Ultimate “Autoportable” by Ultimate-Ekco NZ Co Ltd. 
 

- a New Zealand 1959, 8 transistor, Three in One radio. Model RDR 
 

In 1959 – [some 4 years after the Ultimate Radio 

Ltd joint association with E K Cole Ltd (UK) in 

preparation for the development of TV in NZ 

(and I suppose for other reasons) and just before 

the complete takeover of Ultimate-Ekco by PYE 

in 1965 leading to their final closure in 1967] 

Ultimate – Ekco produced one of the first 

transistorised portable radios in New Zealand.  

There is no indication on the circuit of the design 

origins but one wonders if the circuit came from 

the UK as part of the Ekco partnership or 

association.  

 

 

Marketed as a ‘Three in One’, the set was 

a car radio, a portable and a home lounge 

(or mantel set) set – as illustrated above. In 

all three modes the internal batteries of the 

set (6 x 1.5 volt #935 torch cells) were 

utilised, but in the car and lounge modes 

the internal Rola F88 speaker was switched out and an external speaker of more substantial 

proportions was used for the sound reproduction. Even in the car mode where a car battery 

connection was wired, only the set’s dial lamp was powered from this. There was a small 

modification required (a bulb change) to allow for 6 or 12 volt car voltages and a small series 

resistor was used to prolong the bulb life and reduce dial glare for the driver. There was also 

provision for wiring a booster amplifier into the car and connecting the set’s output to this to 
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improve the sound power to the car speaker(s). The set’s on/off switch connected the car 

battery to the booster amplifier when fitted.  

The design was relatively straightforward (see circuit) with a ferrite rod antenna that was 

automatically disconnected when the radio was slid into the set holder in the car. Similarly the 

audio output was changed over from the internal speaker to the external car fitted speaker(s).  

 

 
 

Front of the radio – foldaway handle to the top. The added switch beside the 

volume control seems to connect the set to the car battery when required. 
 

In fact the car radio holder (a padded sleeve - see below) had no provision at all to allow the 

sound of the set’s internal speaker into the car, as this was a tight fit. In the ‘portable’ mode 

however the set’s sound could come from louvered vents on both sides of the radio’s case. 

Car fitted sleeve above and plastic portable 

housing with a double set of louvers on right. 
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Top side of component board above. (White insulated wire is a modification) 
 

 

Underside speaker above 

and rear battery access 

panel and car connectors on right. 
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The Collier & Beale 941 SWB /2  Component List 
 

Way back in the February 1997 NZVRS Bulletin Vol 17, No. 1, Phil McGechie presented 

an excellent article on the NZ made variation to the National HRO – the 941 SWB 

produced by Collier and Beale for the NZ Post and Telegraph Department. In that item he 

referred to some variations including the 941SWB2 covering additional shortwave bands. 

Recently the editor came across a small collection of foolscap papers labelled “Bulletin 

844” from Collier and Beale dated 15 September 1942, relating to P&T Order number H-

1286. Within was the schematic diagram and component data lists for the 9 valve short 

wave receivers types 941 SWB (serial number 594-605) and 941 SWB2 (serial numbers 

606 – 609). Of particular interest was a 941SWB2 schematic for serial number 1000 (as 

possibly used at Makara Radio?) This is included opposite and of note is the fixed crystal 

controlled option using a 6K8 (vice 6L7) and the improved 6V6 (vice 6C5) output stage. 

 

The SWB2 coil packs covered the following ranges:  

1) 1.4 – 2.5 MHz 

2) 2.5 – 5 MHz 

3) 5 – 10 MHz 

4) 10 – 20 MHz 

 

The component list absent from the original article is as below and appears applicable to 

the 941SWB circuit rather than the variations.  

 

Resistors (in ohms) 

R1  600 

R2  600  

R3 & 3A  900/1,000 

R4 600 
R5 47k5 / 50k 

R6 250 

R7 2k 

R8 2k 

R9 500k 

R10 2k 

R11 1M 

R12 50k 

R13 100k 

R14 900 / 1k 

R15 30k 

R16 2k 

R17 5k 

R18 10k 

R19 10k 

R20 20k / 25k 

R21 15k 

R22 200 

 

 

 

Condensers 

C.T. 4 gang National 2 – 225mFd 

C1~4 depends on coil pack  

C5 50pF 

C6 0.05mFd 

C7 0.1mFd 

C8 0.004mFd 

C9 0.05mFd 

C10 0.1mFd 

C11 0.05mFd 

C12 0.004mFd 

C13 0.1mFd 

C14 0.1mFd 

C15~19   56 – 90pFd trimmer 

 
Although the list appears complete no 

capacitors are listed for C20 onward. 

However on the schematic C21/21A are 

indicated as 0.004mFd (as line filtering 

for the “Line Out” but these are not 

included on the speaker output in serial 

number 1000 – circuit opposite) 
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My Little Columbus – a restorer’s labour of love. 
From John Roberts Pentagrid@paradise.net.nz 

 

Bought on TradeMe – a 

lovely little mantel set 

with a pretty blue dial 

sporting a 6BE6, 6BA6, 

6AV6, 6AQ5 & 6X4. 
 

The owner said it was 

working and indeed, it 

was, albeit a bit hummy. 

The volume control was 

intermittent & pressing 

on it caused the set to 

stop humming but I 

wasn’t worried. I took 

the chassis out & 

prepared to make notes 

on what bits I would 

need to get the set into 

better working order. After a short look I noticed some things I didn’t understand – fair 

enough, I never claimed to know all about little sets. 
 

The first puzzle was how the AVC was obtained. 
 

 
 

All circuits I have seen have a DC connection from the diode (top left terminal on the IFT) to 

the AVC bus – this one didn’t. There was a “2x100” cap from the “F” terminal to the volume 

control & ground. While not sure of the internal construction, this must be how the detected 

signal was presented to the volume control. From this point there was a 2-meg resistor running 

to the “F” terminal of IFT1 & to the bottom of the aerial coil where it was bypassed with a 

.047uF cap. This bit I understood, the earlier bit I didn’t. Then a further thought occurred…. 

how did the audio from the diode actually reach the volume control? Best guess here is 

accidental leakage across the “2x100” cap. 
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Now to the power 

supply. The mains 

transformer was not 

original & didn’t fit 

the chassis very well 

as it was an above-

the-chassis type. It 

also had no center tap 

on the HT secondary. 

The 6X4 was wired as 

a half-wave rectifier, 

not ideal but I 

recognised the design 

from the small Philco 

sets in my collection. 

There were three 

high-power resistors in the HT line measuring 362Ω, 369Ω & 13K. These had all toasted so I 

couldn’t really guess at the correct values. 

 

 
 

At this time The NZVRS library came to the rescue with a circuit diagram for the set.  Now I 

could start restoration proper! 
 

According to the schematic, a 47K 

resistor runs from the “F” terminal 

of IFT2 to the “bottom” of the 

volume control & the 2-Meg resistor 

- the 47K resistor is bypassed by a 

100pF cap at each end. As noted, the 

caps were there but the resistor was 

missing. I fitted the resistor & now 

the AVC & audio circuits made 

sense. 
 

The circuit also shows the power 

supply using a full-wave rectifier 

with a centre-tap HT secondary. A 

while ago I bought a transformer 

stated as “suitable for a Bell Colt”. I 

thought the volts & milliamps might 
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be close enough & it did have a centre tap. It was also an above-the-chassis type so I removed 

mounting lugs on one of the bell ends; completely removed the other one & it fitted it neatly 

into the original chassis cutout. I have done this before & it works well.  
 

The centre-tap secondary is only a bit ugly but the overall effect is not too bad. I soldered the 

proper power resistors - 220Ω, 220Ω, 12kΩ & switched on hopefully. I got stations & lots of 

hum, which reminded me that the volume control still needed replacing. I checked HT voltages 

& I’m rather glad I did … they were some 30-volts higher than those shown on the circuit 

diagram. I switched off hastily. 
 

Time for a think… obviously the Bell Colt transformer was delivering more volts than needed. 

The circuit diagram doesn’t show the secondary volts so I had to have a wee think about what 

was needed. It did show 240V on the rectifier cathode & I’ve seen other radios of this size 

rated around 60ma for the HT so I dug out the curves for a 6X4 rectifier, located the junction 

between the 240V DC & 60ma current lines &, working backwards, came up with a figure of 

250 volts either side of center tap. 

 

 
 

It’s not spot-on but I reckoned it would be close enough so I placed an order for a new 

transformer. I realize I could have used the Bell Colt transformer but that would have involved 

using higher resistance & probably more heat dissipation – not really a good idea in such a 

small chassis. 

 

The new transformer duly arrived & I lost no time fitting & soldering. I connected my meter to 

the 6X4 cathode & switched on. The voltage stabilized at 242 & I got stations & hum again – 

that darn pot! 

 

From now on it was easy: replace the volume control, replace a couple of dodgy-looking 

resistors, scrub the cabinet, carefully wash & iron the speaker fabric & glue same to cabinet. 
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Final thoughts. 

It never pays to assume anything as I did with the Bell Colt Transformer. Careful 

measurements should be made at all times. 
 

Looking at the schematic, I wondered how to get the best sound in the “Gram” mode…. 

There’s no Gram switch so I guess one is supposed to tune the radio to a quiet spot on the dial, 

put the needle on the disk & enjoy??? The o/p from the pickup also appears on the AVC buss – 

does this help to keep the mixer & IF amp more docile therefore keeping the RF level down? 

Do you ground the aerial too? If anyone has a manual for this set, I’d love to have a copy. & if 

I’m wrong in my assumptions, please let me know. 
 

Another thought cropped up, I’m a member of vintage-radio.com.au & I came across one of 

their Radiolette sets (below left). 

 

   
 

The cabinet is the same as that of my Columbus only theirs is green. So who stole the design 

from whom then?  [See GAR p65 lower page reference to “Australian designed” models: 5 

valve Columbus radios near the final years of Radio Corp. Also note same cabinet in 

Columbus model 525A (1960) also sold under the Astor brand (GAR p67). Additionally it’s 

interesting to note the model 515 in MGAR p119, with a reduced half moon dial. Ed] 
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MARKETPLACE 
Advertisements for the next bulletin 
should reach the editor by the 15

th
 of the 

prior month. These must be neatly hand 
printed, typed or printed on a separate 
page, posted to the NZVRS (for details see 

page 2) or emailed to nzvrs@pl.net   
Please - no verbal or telephoned adverts, 
also don’t forget to include some contact 
details; eg postal, telephone & email if 
applicable. There is no charge for 
members’ adverts but please remember 
that the NZVRS is not responsible for any 
transactions between members. 
 

AVAILABLE 
 

Valve Cartons – plain white flat packs 
• Small & GT size $12 per 100 
• Medium size $15 per 100 
• Large size $25 per 100 

Plus post and package per order. 

Contact: Paul Burt, 44 Hastings St West, 
Christchurch 8023.  
Tel: 03 - 960 7158, Mob: 021 0245 0084  
Email: dawn.lloyd@clear.net.nz  
 

NZVRS CAPACITORS for sale to 

members only please order via Gerry 
Billman, 30A Rowan Rd. Epsom, 
Auckland 1023.  Email: 
billman@ihug.co.nz  
Tel: 09 - 625 6568  
Metal polyester film, axial leads, (µF): 
0.01 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.022 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.033 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.05 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.1 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.22 630 Volts 50 cents each 
0.33 630 Volts 50 cents each 
1uF 400 Volts $1.00 each 
Electrolytic capacitors, polarized, axial 
10µF  450 Volts $1.50 each 
20µF 450 Volts $2.00 each 
40µF 450 Volts $3.00 each 
47uF 450 Volts $3.50 each 
100µF 450 Volts $5.00 each 
Lamps 6.3 volts 150 mA (low wattage)  

MES & Bayonet   50c each 
Please add $3.50 per order for post & 
package or contact Gerry direct for a 
postage quote.  
All cheques to be made out to the 
‘NZVRS’ and crossed "Not Transferable" 
please.  
---------------------------------------------------- 
Power plugs (Tilley white plastic type with 
unprotected brass pins) available at 50 
cents each plus $4 post and package per set 
of 4 (ie $6 for set of 4, posted to an NZ 
address).  Contact the NZVRS Secretary 
Paul Woodcock, 2 Levy Road, Glen Eden, 
Auckland 0602 
Email: paul.woodcock@opus.co.nz 
 

 
------------------------------------------------------------- 

Available cont….. 
• All wave radiogram sold by NZ Dairy 

Co. as "Defiant". Goes well. Cabinet 
Japanese oak, good order. Three 
speakers. 

• Pye PZ106 mantel radio 7 bands, 6 
valve, cabinet good. 

Contact: Ian Sexton. ZL1PZ. 10 Fair Oaks 
Pukekohe.   Tel: 09 238 5424 

 

WANTED 
 

As a result of the Christchurch earthquakes 
I am looking for a replacement dial glass 
for an Ultimate type BWS. Dial outside 
into centre :  NZ and Australian stations – 
white print,  Broadcast – pale blue, 40 – 96 
metres – brown, 13 – 33 metres – green, 
metres – wine red, Ultimate logo – green 
and gold. See more info and pictures 
NZVRS Bulletin vol 20 #3 p11 (Nov 1999) 
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Contact : Paul Burt, 44 Hastings St West, 
Christchurch 8023   
Tel: 03 960 7158,  Mob: 021 0245 0084  
Email: dawn.lloyd@clear.net 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 

In my quest to build up the complete 
collection of R1155 (which is 11 variants 
including the AD8882B), I still would like 
to find either of the "C" or "M" which are 
aluminium or the "D" which is of a steel 
chassis. 

 
 

If anyone has one of these, or think they 
may have one that they are willing to part 
with then please let me know. Thank you. 
Contact: Ian Thompson Tel: 03 318 1656 
Email: ian.thompson@clear.net.nz 
---------------------------------------------------- 
Can you help please with any of these 
much needed valves, especially the UCL82 
and EL41 - plus 6AR7, UCL82, 6BV7, 
EL41, EL84, ECH42 ?  
Prices including postage please to Harcourt 
Downs, 19 Studholme St, Morrinsville. 
Tel: 07 889 5280 
---------------------------------------------------- 
Des Davey wants to buy a Sony 
ICF6800W Communications Receiver in 
good working condition and good looking 

face and cabinet. This model has the 
orange printing on the front panel.  
He is also looking for a Sony ICF800W 
communications receiver as well. 
Contact: Des Davey, 16 View Rd, Te Kuiti 
3910 or tel: 07 8787315 
---------------------------------------------------- 

 

LIBRARY & INFO 

REQUESTS  
 
(1) Akrad 5M7 B. Branded Pacific. Has 
1P5 - 1LA6 - 1P5 - 1LD5 - 3Q5. A battery 
version of the common 5M7. 
 

(2) Bell Colt Solid State. We have Mk 2 
but believe there may be three others. 
 

(3) Glendon model 5BB, 5 valve, EM 
speaker. 
 

(4) RCNZ model 18DC. Believe this is a 
vibrator powered version of model 18. 
 

Please submit any of the above to the 
library to help fellow members. Contact: 
NZVRS, PO Box 13873, Onehunga, AK 
1643 or Email;  library@nzvrs.pl.net 
 

---------------------------------------------------- 
 

Circuit and/or any other information on a 
Supreme 500 Set Analyzer from the mid 
1930's. 
 

 
 
Contact: Graeme Lea 116 Cutfield Road, 
New Plymouth 4310  Tel: 06-758 5344 
Email: grarich@paradise.net.nz  
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